Recently Koornwinder found an addition formula for the little qLegendre polynomials by using Masuda et al.'s result that they are related to the matrix elements of the irreducible unitary representation of the twisted SU(2) quantum group. Here we give an alternate derivation of the addition formula by using some summation and transformation formulas of basic hypergeometric series.
Introduction
The little #-Jacobi polynomials are defined in [ 1 ] by the formula 
{(l-a)(l-aq)-(l-aq
In (1.1) the two upper parameters are q~" and abqn+ , the lower parameter is aq, and the argument of the series is xq . Recently it was shown by Masuda et al. [5] that the matrix elements of the irreducible unitary representations of the quantum group S U(2) (see Woronowicz [6] , [7] ) can be expressed in terms of the little <?-Jacobi polynomials. Use -of this result enabled Koornwinder [4] are the Wall polynomials (see, for instance, Chihara [2] ) that satisfy the orthogonality relation oo k / . \ n k=0 subject to the restriction that 0 < q < 1 and |a| < 1, which we shall assume to be true throughout this paper. The purpose of this note is to give an alternative proof of (1.5) without the use of group theory, based instead only on hypergeometric series manipulations.
To this end we shall first derive in §2 the following product formula Pn(qX \b ,b\q)pn(qy ;b ,b\q) _ ■ (q-n , b2qn+X, q~x ; q)j(qb2 ; q)2j ( ^jglx+y+l)j-(j) we compute the coefficients An k(x,y\q) in §4 and thus complete the proof of (1.5).
2. The proof of (1. ;q,q Replacing 5 and t by qy and qx , respectively, we obtain (1.8).
3. Proof of (1.9)
We now set b = 1 in (1.8), replace y by x + y and then interchange x and y to get •«V (3.5) MIZAN RAHMAN {9x+l;9)00(9x+l\Q)y Hx+l)y"(q-n,qn+l;q)j (q;q)y Q fe (q,q;q)j A (q-y;q)kqk ^ (<Ty;<?)fV « qW+W \q ^q)oo\q >q>y -(i+iicv^í ",2, * *. . , z , ,, ,.
(^ z=o which completes the proof of (1.9). 
